CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

“Cancer is a generic term for a large group of diseases that can affect any part of the body. Other terms used are malignant tumours and neoplasms. One defining feature of cancer is the rapid creation of abnormal cells that grow beyond their usual boundaries, and which can then invade adjoining parts of the body and spread to other organs”(World Health Organization, 2015). It is a major health issue and one of the most common diseases in the World, with more than 11 million cases being diagnosed every year (Yomralioglu et al., 2009). The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated, that 7.6 million died from cancer in 2005 and 84 million people will die over the next 10 years, if no action is taken. More than 70% of all cancer related deaths occur in countries, where the population has a medium to low level standard of living and limited resources for the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer (World Health Organization, 2015). Also in Sudan - according to hospitals reports - cancer was the third leading cause of death, after malaria and viral pneumonia accounting for 5% of all death in Sudan (Saeed et al., 2013).

Most cancers are related to exposures to environmental pollutants, lifestyle, age, genetic factors, certain types of infections (Stewart and Wild, 2014). More than 30% of cancer deaths could be prevented by modifying or avoiding key risk factors like environmental pollutants and lifestyle (World Health Organization, 2015). In the health area, physicians observed that certain diseases related to environment tend to occur in some places and not others, thus it is necessary to investigate how the diseases are geographically distributed (Yomralioglu et al., 2009). These studies can be carried out through Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which are computer based systems for the acquisition and update, storage and query, analyses and simulation as well as output and presentation of spatial data (Margaret and Kenneth, 2014). These systems can demonstrate both spatial and associated attribute data. GIS suits best in finding out regional differences and demonstration and interpretation of the relationship of the spatial distribution of any disease with the geographical/environmental factors (Yomralioglu et al., 2009). GIS technology has widely been used for years to explore spatial distribution of diseases and particularly different cancer types to investigate the cause and effecting relationships from different perspectives, in particular to examine, where specific cancer types are more intense (Ellul et al., 2013). Furthermore, it can explored the relationship between the Cancer incidence rates, mortality and environmental risk factors (Yomralioglu et al., 2009). also the relationship between cancer mortality and population exposure to coal mining activities (Hendryx et al., 2010), and the relationships between thyroid cancer incidence and the distance from nuclear power plants (Watase, 2012).
In Sudan, the number of studies on cancer by the use of GIS techniques remains insufficient. As an example, the ministry of health created maps showing cancer cases in an annual report 2007 (Federal Ministry of Health, 2007). Another study aiming at mapping cancer density in Gazira State have been published (Elebead et al., 2012).

This study aims at testing correlations between cancer cases and environmental factors in Sudan, for a period in time of about 18 years, in particular between 1995-2013. Hopefully, the results of this study would help to develop and apply prevention and control programs of cancer in Sudan.

1.2 The Research Problem

A first question comes up: Is there any relationship between cancer cases and the environmental factors in Sudan?

In Sudan, according to hospitals reports, cancer was the third leading cause of death after malaria and viral pneumonia accounting for 5% of all death in Sudan (Saeed et al., 2013). As also shown by the annual statistical reports, published by the Ministry of Health at various years, some states have more cancer cases than other states, with regard to all cancer types or specific types (Federal Ministry of Health, 2014).

1.3 Research Motivation:

In Sudan there are few studies using GIS technique to test relationships between cancer cases and environmental factors. Also few mapping systems are available to show cancer cases.

1.4 Hypothesis

Is there any correlation between cancer cases and the environmental factors in Sudan?

1.5 Objectives

1.5.1 General Objective

The general objective of this study is to find any relationships between cancer cases and the environmental factors in Sudan.

1.5.2 Specific objectives

- To display cancer statistics during the period 1995-2013. This includes all types of cancer.
- To display which region has most cancer cases during the period 2010-2013 for most common cancer types in Sudan (bladder, brain, prostate, leukemia, breast).
- To compare (bladder, Prostate) cancer cases with agriculture density.
• To compare (brain, leukemia, breast) cancer cases with communication towers density.
• To compare cancer cases with population projections and calculate correlations for the period 1998-2013.
• To predict numbers of cancer cases for Blue Nile and Khartoum states at 2014.

1.6 Research Scope

This study was conducted to differentiate in five cancer types (Breast, Leukemia, Brain, Prostate and Bladder) and two environmental factors (communication towers and agriculture) based on county level data, given for 2010-2013. Here, we examined the correlation between cancer cases and population projections in some states (Northern, Blue Nile, North Darfur, Kassala, AlGedaref, Red Sea, Khartoum, River Nile, AlGazira, White Nile, and Sennar), for the time period 1998-2013. Further more we predict the number of cases for Blue Nile and Khartoum state at 2014.

1.7 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into seven chapters:
Chapter one contains an introduction, the hypothesis and research objectives. It also outlines the research problem, the scope and motivation for this thesis. Chapter two deals with related work and literature review. Chapter three discusses the methodology. Chapter four contains the data and the test beds. Chapter five presents the results and Chapter six contains a discussion, the conclusions, some recommendations for future work. The study is concluded by the references chapter.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Cancer

Cancer is not a single disease. It is a group of more than 200 different diseases. Cancer is an uncontrolled growth of cells that disrupts body tissues and organs. Cancerous cells are not normal in their structure and function. They grow and multiply to form tumors that invade local tissues and sometimes scatter throughout the body. In the beginning, there are no warning signs to alert us to the disease. Later, the signs of cancer are related to the location of the tumor (World Health Organization, 2015).

2.1.1 Causes of Cancer

Most cancers are related to environmental, lifestyle, or behavioral exposures (Anand et al., 2008). The term "environmental", as used by cancer researchers, refers to everything outside the body that interacts with humans (Miller, 2014). Common environmental factors that contribute to cancer and lead to death include tobacco, obesity, infections, radiation (both ionizing and non-ionizing), and environmental pollutants (Anand et al., 2008).

2.1.1.1 Agriculture and Cancer

Farmers in many countries have lower overall death rates and cancer rates than the general population. This might be true, in particular, due to lower smoking rates, as well as more physically active lifestyles and dietary factors.

However, compared with the general population, the rates for certain diseases, including some types of cancer, appear to be higher among agricultural workers, which may be related to exposures that are common in their work environments. For example, farming communities have higher rates of leukemia, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, multiple myeloma, and soft tissue sarcoma, as well as cancers of the skin, lip, stomach, brain, bladder and prostate.

Farmers, farm workers, and farm family members may be exposed to substances such as pesticides, engine exhausts, solvents, dusts, animal viruses, fertilizers, fuels, and specific microbes that may account for these elevated cancer rates (Freeman et al., 2011).

Many studies showed, that there may be a connection between pesticides and cancer in adults and children. Studies have been done investigating groups of people, who apply pesticides on farms to find out how many of these people get cancer and how
many die from it. The results suggest that this group may have a slightly higher risk than the average person of developing non-Hodgkin lymphoma, leukemia, multiple myeloma, and cancers of the prostate and brain.

Also, a study from the US: Agricultural Health Study found, that men who applied pesticides had higher rates of prostate cancer compared with the average man. Also, another study suggested that people who are exposed to pesticides at work, such as farmers and farm workers, may be at a higher risk of myeloid leukemia, particularly acute myelogenous leukemia (Canadian Cancer Society, 2016).

2.1.1.2 Radiation and Cancer:

Radiation is energy that travels through space in the form of waves or particles. There are two types of radiation: ionizing and non-ionizing.

2.1.1.2.1 Ionizing Radiation

Ionizing radiation has enough energy to break chemical bonds between molecules or to form charged molecules (cause ionization). This means that ionizing radiation is strong enough to damage cells and DNA, and strong enough to increase the chance of developing cancer.

Sources of ionizing radiation exposure include:

- natural background radiation (sources of exposure include cosmic rays from the solar system and radioactive materials in the soil and rocks)
- background radiation from human activities (includes testing and using nuclear weapons as well as generating nuclear power)
- radon
- medical radiation

2.1.1.2.2 Non-ionizing Radiation

Non-ionizing radiation is not as strong as ionizing radiation, and it does not have enough energy to break bonds between molecules. But being exposed to some types of non-ionizing radiation can still harm.

Sources of non-ionizing radiation exposure include:

- radiofrequency fields (including cell phones, cell phone towers and microwave ovens)
- electromagnetic fields (including power lines and household appliances)
- ultraviolet (UV) rays (including the sun and indoor tanning beds) (Canadian Cancer Society, 2016)
Numerous studies and comprehensive reviews of the scientific literature have evaluated possible associations between exposure to non-ionizing and risk of cancer in children. Most of the researches focused on leukemia and brain tumors, the two most common cancers in children. Studies found no consistent evidence for an association between any non-ionizing source and cancer.

Also some studies have shown no relationship between breast cancer of women and exposure to non-ionizing sources, although a few individual studies have suggested an association (National Cancer Institute, 2016).

### 2.1.1.2.3 Cell Phone Towers and Cancer

Some people have expressed concern that living, working, or going to school near a cell phone tower might increase the risk of cancer or other health problems. At this time, there is very little evidence to support this idea. In theory, there are some important points that would argue against cellular phone towers being able to cause cancer.

In one large study, British researchers compared a group of more than 1,000 families of young children with cancer against a similar group of families having children without cancer. They found no link between a mother’s exposure to the towers during pregnancy (based on the distance from the home to the nearest tower and on the amount of energy given off by nearby towers) and the risk of early childhood cancer.

In another study, researchers compared a group of more than 2,600 children with cancer to a group of similar children without cancer. They found, that those who lived in a town, could have been exposed higher than with average RF radiation of rural areas (American Cancer Society, 2016).

### 2.3 Cancer in Sudan

The cancer prevalence rate per year is 5,000-7,000 among adults and 300-400 among children, with increasing tendency for adults. Male : female ratios are 1:1.18 for adults and 1.46:1 for children. The five most frequent tumor types are breast cancer, leukemia, prostatic carcinoma, lymphoma and colorectal carcinoma in adults and leukemia, lymphoma, eye tumors, sarcoma and brain tumors in children. Remarkably, the median age of cancer diagnosis is 10-20 years higher in men than in women, mainly due to earlier onset of gender-related tumors in females (cancer of breast, cervix, or ovary) than in men (prostatic carcinoma). Chronic myeloid leukemia is the most frequent haematopoietic malignancy in adults and acute lymphoblastic leukemia in children. Comparing cancer cases with population numbers of Sudanese states, e.g. Northern Sudan, River Nile and Khartoum revealed up to 8-fold higher cancer incidence rates than Al Gedarif, Southern Darfur and Blue Nile. The other states had intermediate incidence rates. Interestingly, esophageal carcinoma occurred
proportionally more frequently in Kassala than in the entire Sudan or other states. (Safee et al., 2016)

2.4 Cancer in the World

According to GLOBOCAN 2012, an estimated 14.1 million new cases of cancer in the world occurred: 7.4 million (53%) in males and 6.7 million (47%) in females, giving a male:female ratio of 10:9. About 8.2 million cancer-related deaths occurred in 2012, compared with 7.6 million, in 2008. The World age-standardized incidence rate shows that there are 205 new cancer cases for every 100,000 men in the world, and 165 for every 100,000 females (Carter, 2014).

2.5 GIS and Health

A GIS can be defined as a computer system with the capacity to capture, store, analyze, and display geographically-referenced information. In other words, it is an informatics tool for storing and managing data, that has been identified according to location. GIS have been used in a wide variety of fields, including the natural, social, engineering, and health.

Health is another focus area that has made increasing use of GIS to help address a number of significant health issues, ranging from diseases management to improved services.

2.5.1 Benefits of Using Geographic Information Systems in Health

GIS can play an important role with regard to the surveillance, management and analysis of diseases. There seem to be important tools for analysis and visualization of data. Furthermore, trends and correlations would be difficult to be understood with traditional ways of processing and imaging of these data (Fradelos et al., 2014). Public health services, diseases, and any information regarding health can be displayed on a map and correlated amongst many pieces of information such as environmental data, elements of health concern and social information. Thus, it can be also used for monitoring and management of both, diseases and health programs. Therefore, it is necessary that we become able to understand, monitor and emphasize on the reasons, that may be correlated to the development of a disease. Some of these factors could be the environment, conduct and the socioeconomic level of an area. Should the “source” of a disease identifiable, and its development and transmission are known, health administrators will able to deal effectively with pandemic outbreaks (Sears, 2015).

A GIS is a tool with great potential that might also contribute to the assessment of environmental risks and people’s exposure to them (Fradelos et al., 2014).

GIS software offers healthcare professionals the ability to identify health related trends and more thoroughly target healing efforts based upon those results (Fradelos
et al., 2014). For example, a Cancer Surveillance System in Southern California has been established to assess the demographic data, such as home address, workplace, cancer type, and even data collected from wearable health tech of all patients entered into the system. Data is then georeferenced and mapped. Healthcare professionals can visualize the locations of patients and determine, if there are clusters of specific types of cancer associated with similar working conditions or residential areas (Sears, 2015).

The role of GIS should not be limited simply to tracking occurrences of diseases though. One of its most powerful aspects is the ability to use geography and other inputs to identify, where diseases are most likely to spread next. Data such as this can be essential to on-the-ground personnel working to save lives because it enables them to prepare in advance for a disease and can severely limit the impact. Health maps are beginning to play a significant role in the management of disease outbreaks such as Ebola and measles. For instance, during the Disneyland measles outbreak in December of 2014, GIS-based maps were created to help visualize where infected children lived and the potential spread of the disease. Furthermore, it was used to gain a better understanding of vaccination rates and laws in differing counties throughout the US to determine which locations could be hit the hardest given a serious outbreak (Sears, 2015).

GIS can contribute to public health in many ways due to the fact that they can provide information on many issues and support correctly the decision making process. They can provide information regarding the distribution of health services. Thus, any growing disparities might be eliminated. Also, policy-makers would make right decisions. Health professionals can easily identify the difficulties and disparities regarding the accessibility to health services; and so, they are able to cope with the current situation (Fradelos et al., 2014).

2.5.2 Project Examples of GIS and Public Health

One of the earliest studies used maps, conducted by Dr. John Snow in London, when he used maps to show the locations of cholera deaths in the 1850s. He superimposed his maps showing death locations with maps of public water supplies and was able to find an area, where the deaths were clustered near a water pump on the city’s Broad Street. The handle for the water pump was later removed and cholera deaths in the area decreased significantly. Dr. Snow’s research eventually became part of a field known as disease diffusion mapping (Longley et al., 2015).
In addition, some early studies looked at the prevalence of diseases amongst people living at high versus low elevations and it was found, that people living at low elevations near waterways were more likely to experience malaria (Briney, 2014).

Investigating the etiology of asthma prevalence and residential exposure to air pollution in United States – Canada. This study found clustering of asthma cases in close proximity to the high volume traffic areas (Boehmer et al., 2013).

The Division of heart disease and stroke prevention in the United States has developed an interactive map website that presents data for heart disease and stroke mortality rates, county-by-county, for each state (Boyle and Holben, 2012).

2.6 GIS and Cancer

GIS applications have been developed, utilized and continuously refined for the mapping and spatial analysis of cancer incidence, morbidity and mortality data. Four general approaches for utilizing GIS in cancer research have been taken: 1) disease mapping 2) geographic correlation studies 3) risk assessment in relation to a pre-specified point or line source, and 4) cluster detection and disease clustering (Bell et al., 2006).

2.7 Previous Studies

(Several studies worldwide are conducted to look for a relationship between Cancer cases and environmental factors).

(Dode et al., 2011): The purpose of this study is to verify the existence of a spatial correlation between communication towers clusters and cases of deaths by specific types of cancer, that may be caused by radiation, such as tumors in the prostate, breast, lung, kidneys and liver in the Belo Horizonte municipality, Minas Gerais state, Brazil, from 1996 to 2006.

After found on the map nearly 300 communication towers in the city, the researcher found, that 81 percent of those victims lived less than 500 meter from one of these towers and breast cancer has high rate compared to another types.

(Yomralioglu et al., 2009) conducted a study to examine whether there is a relationship between cancer types (lung, skin, breast, stomach, prostate, thyroid, and bladder) and geo-environmental factors (land cover, e.g. forest land, agriculture land and residential areas) in Trabzon, Turkey 2004. After the creation of distribution maps of cancer cases, based on land cover, the number of cancer cases in each land cover class was determined with spatial analysis algorithms. The study found out, that breast cancer occurred more in residential areas than other cancer types, and skin and thyroid cancer occurred more in forestry areas. Moreover, prostate and bladder cancer occurred more in agriculture areas than the other cancer types. Furthermore, a
Statistical analysis (Pearson’s chi-square ($x^2$)) indicated, that there was a relationship between cancer types and land cover, by $x^2=24.391 \ p=0.041$.

(Wolf and Wolf, 2008) aimed to investigate, whether there is an increased cancer incidence (breast, ovary, lung, osteoid osteoma, and hypernephroma) in populations, living near to communication towers in Netanya, Israel from 1997 to 1998. This study found out an association between increased incidence of cancer and living within 350 meters from towers and breast cancer has high rates compared to another types.

(Eger et al., 2004) examined, whether people living close to communication towers were exposed to a heightened risk of taking ill with cancer in Southern German and Naila city, Germany, from 1994 and 2004. The study found out the proportion of newly developing cancer cases (breast, ovary, prostate, pancreas, bowel, skin, lung, kidney, stomach, bladder) was higher among those patients, who had lived during the past ten years at a distance of up to 400 meters from the towers, compared to those patients living further away.
CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Study Idea

This research aims at examining the correlation between the different kinds of cancer incidence rates (Breast, Leukemia, Brain, Prostate and Bladder) and environmental factors (communication towers, agriculture density) in Sudan from 1995 to 2013. Firstly, various data have to be collected. Secondly, cancer incidence rates at county level are calculated

\[
\text{cancer incidence rate} = \frac{\text{cancer cases}}{\text{population}} \times 100
\]

and processed by a variety of GIS techniques to produce maps displaying the cancer incidence rates in relation to communication towers densities and agriculture density maps.

Thirdly, we examine whether there is any statistical relationship between cancer cases and population. In detail, we are looking for relationships between Breast, Leukemia, and Brain cancer incidence rates and the communication towers density. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a relationship between Prostate and Bladder cancer incidence rates and the agriculture density. Moreover, we try to predict the number of cancer cases in 2014 for Blue Nile and Khartoum states by using population projections.

3.2 Study Design

The experimental study design for this study was conducted in Sudan using data from 1995-2013.

3.3 Data Analysis

The data was analyzed using correlation analysis to compare the cancer incidence rates with population projections, agriculture densities and communication towers densities. The statistical probability for significance was set to a P-value of \(\leq 0.05\). In a regression analysis it is tried to predict numbers of cancer cases for 2014, in combination with spatial analysis techniques (Georeferencing). A heatmap analysis is used to generate a communication towers density map.

3.4 Geographical Information System (GIS)

A Geographical Information System is a computer-based system for the acquisition and update, storage and query, analysis and simulation as well as output and presentation of spatial data. The geographical information system is also called a geographic information system or geospatial information system (Margaret and Kenneth, 2014).
GIS is a "Set of tools for collecting, storing, retrieving at will, transforming and displaying spatial data from the real world for a particular set of purposes" (Burrough et al., 2015)

### 3.4.1 Components of GIS

- Hardware
- Software
- Data
- People (Pandey and Pathak, 2014).

### 3.4.2 GIS Sections

- Land Information Systems
- Network Information Systems
- Space Information Systems
- Environmental Information Systems
- Domain Information Systems (Margaret and Kenneth, 2014).

### 3.4.3 Classification of GIS Functions

A. Data input and encoding
   - Data capture, e.g. digitizing and integration of external data
   - Data validation and editing
   - Data structuring and storage, e.g. construction of different kinds of surfaces and data coding.

B. Data manipulation
   - Structure conversion, e.g. conversion from vector to raster.
   - Geometric conversion, e.g. map registration, scale changes, various transformations, map projection change.
   - Generalization and classification, e.g. reclassifying data, aggregating or disaggregating data.
   - Integration, e.g. combining layers of different surfaces.
   - Enhancement, e.g. image edge enhancement.
   - Abstraction, e.g. calculations of area centroids.

C. Data retrieval
   - Selective retrieval of information based on user-defined themes or criteria, including “browse” facilities

D. Data analysis
   - Spatial analysis, e.g. route allocation, slope and aspect calculations.
   - Statistical analysis, e.g. histograms, frequency analysis, measures of dispersion.
• Measurement, e.g. line length, area and volume calculations, distance and directions

E. Data display
• Graphical display, e.g. maps, graphs.
• Textual display, e.g. report writing, production of tables (Chun, 2010).

3.4.4 GIS Data

GIS data can be separated into two categories: spatially referenced data which is represented by vector and raster formats (including imagery) and attribute tables which is represented in tabular format (Neteler and Mitasova, 2013).

3.4.4.1 Vector:

Vector data is split into three types: polygon, line (or arc) and point data. Polygons are used to represent areas such as the boundary of a city. Polygon features are two-dimensional and therefore can be used to measure the area and perimeter of a geographic feature.

Line (or arc) data is used to represent linear features. Common examples would be rivers, trails, and streets. Line features only have one dimension and therefore can only be used to measure length. Line features have a starting and ending point.

Point data is most commonly used to represent non-adjacent features and to represent discrete data points. Points have zero dimensions (Neteler and Mitasova, 2013).

3.4.4.2 Raster:

Raster data (also known as grid data) represents the fourth type of feature: surfaces. Raster data is cell-based and this data category also includes aerial and satellite imagery. There are two types of raster data: continuous and discrete. An example of discrete raster data is population density. Continuous data examples are temperature and elevation measurements. There are also three types of raster datasets: thematic data, spectral data, and pictures (imagery) (Neteler and Mitasova, 2013).

3.4.5 Examples of GIS Software

For this thesis the following GIS software can be used: Esri’s ArcGIS suite, MapInfo, QGIS, and GRASS (Margaret and Kenneth, 2014).

3.5 Quantum GIS

Quantum GIS, in short QGIS, is an open source Geographic Information System, that supports most geospatial vector and raster file types and database formats. Unlike many other open source GIS programs, QGIS is available for a number of operating systems (Linux, Unix, Mac OSX and Windows) (Menke et al., 2015).
3.5.1 Features
The major features of QGIS include:

- Direct viewing and exploration of spatial data
  - Advanced symbology (edit rendering styles)
  - QGIS Browser as a simple and fast data viewer
- Support for numerous vector, raster, and database formats, like
  - GRASS, GeoTiff, USGS ASCII DEM, Erdas Imagine
  - ESRI shape file, MapInfo, SDTS and GML.
- Create, edit and export spatial data
  - Work with nodes, lines and polygons
  - Convert between different coordinate systems (re-projection)
  - Down/upload directly to a GPS unit
  - Georeferencing, Digitizing
  - Delimited text import
- Perform spatial analysis
  - Find basic statistics
  - Distance matrix and line intersections
- Publish user map on the internet
- An extensible plug-in architecture(Plugins written in Python, C++)
- Remote control JOSM
- QGIS integrates with other open-source GIS packages, including PostGIS, GRASS, and MapServer to give users extensive functionality (Ruas, 2011).
- Delimited text plugin:
  Not every GIS data comes as a shape file, or in a spatial format. Often the data would come as a table or a spreadsheet. The plugin allows to load this data as attribute tables (link it with existing spatial data called Join) or layer if data include lat/long coordinates.(Gandhi, 2014)
- Visualization
  In GIS, visualization is used to organize spatial data and related information into layers that can be analyzed or displayed as maps, three-dimensional scenes, summary charts, tables (Gregory and Ell, 2007).

3.6 Heatmap Analysis

Heat mapping, from a geographic perspective, is a method of showing the geographic clustering of a phenomenon. Sometimes also referred as hot spot mapping, heat maps show locations of higher densities of geographic entities.

The ‘heat’ in the term refers to the concentration of the geographic entity within any given spot, not to be confused with heat mapping that refers to the mapping of actual temperatures on the earth’s surface (Dempsey, 2012).
The Heatmap plugin uses Kernel Density Estimation to create a density (heatmap) raster of an input point vector layer. The density is calculated based on the number of points in a location, with larger numbers of clustered points resulting in larger values. Heatmaps allow for an easy identification of “hotspots” and clustering of points (Peterson, 2014).

3.7 Digitizing

In GIS data processing quite often geographic data are converted, either from a hardcopy or a scanned image into vector data by tracing the features. During the digitizing process, features from the traced map or image are captured as coordinates in either point, line, or polygon format (Neteler and Mitasova, 2008).

3.7.1 Types of GIS digitization

There are several types of digitizing methods. Manual digitizing involves tracing geographic features from an external digitizing tablet using a puck (a type of mouse specialized for tracing and capturing geographic features from the tablet). Heads up digitizing (also referred to as on-screen digitizing) is the method of tracing geographic features from another dataset (usually an aerial, satellite image, or scanned image of a map) directly on the computer screen. Automated digitizing involves using image processing software that contains pattern recognition technology to generated vectors. Georeferencing is a necessary step in the digitizing process (Neteler and Mitasova, 2008).

3.7.2 Georeferencing

There is a great deal of geographic data available in formats, that cannot be immediately integrated with other GIS data. In order to use these types of data in GIS it is necessary to align it with existing geographically referenced data, this process is called georeferencing (Dobrica et al., 2010). In detail, georeferencing is the process of assigning real-world coordinates to each pixel of the raster. Many times these coordinates are obtained by doing field surveys - collecting coordinates with a GPS device for a few easily identifiable features in the image or map (Gregory and Ell, 2007).
3.8 R Software

R is a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics, supported by the R Foundation for Statistical Computing. It runs on Linux, Windows and MacOS platforms (Menkeet al., 2015).

R was created by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman (Morandat et al., 2012).

What is less well known, is that R also has cutting edge spatial packages that allow for behaving as a fully featured Geographical Information System in the full sense of the word. In fact, some of cutting edge algorithms for image processing and spatial statistics are implemented in R before any other widely available software product (Bivand et al., 2015).

3.8.1 The advantages and drawbacks of R as a GIS:

Despite being able to perform the same operations as dedicated GIS software such as ArcGIS and QGIS, R is fundamentally different in the way, that the user interacts with it. Not only are most operations complete by typing (e.g. you type “plot(map1)” to plot the data contained in the map1 object), the visualization stage is different. There is no dynamic canvas which can be used to pan and zoom - instead R only produces visual or other types of output when commanded to do so, using functions such as plot(Lovelace, 2014).

*Table (3.1): A summary of the relative merits of R compared with more traditional GIS software (Lovelace, 2014).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Advantages of R</th>
<th>Drawbacks of R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User interface</td>
<td>Command line interface allows rapid description of workflow and reproducibility</td>
<td>Steep learning curve (eased by RStudio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualizing data</td>
<td>Sophisticated and customisable graphics</td>
<td>No dynamic zoomable canvas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting data</td>
<td>Concise and consistent method using square brackets (e.g. “map1[x &gt; y,]”)</td>
<td>Difficult to dynamically select objects from map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulating data</td>
<td>Very wide range of functions through additional packages</td>
<td>Only single core processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing/modeling data</td>
<td>Integrated processing, analysis, and modeling framework</td>
<td>Sometimes more than one solution available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8.2 Use R Scripts in QGIS

R has grown a lot in the past years and is increasingly used as GIS. For many spatial operations and even spatial statistics certain R packages are simply the best choice up to date.

However R as GIS lacks the simplicity in matters of design and it requires quite an effort to make a good-looking map. Therefore, using QGIS for map-design and output is always the favored choice for developers (Jung, 2013).

3.9 Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) is a software package used in statistical analysis of data. It was developed by SPSS Inc. and acquired by IBM in 2009. In 2014, the software was officially renamed IBM SPSS Statistics (Asthana and Bhushan, 2016).

SPSS statistical package is one of the most popular statistical packages which can perform highly complex data manipulation and analysis with simple instructions. It was originally meant for the social sciences, but has become popular in other fields.

SPSS has four windows - Data editor; Output viewer; Syntax editor and the Script window (Gerber and Voelkl, 2012).

3.9.1 IBM SPSS Statistics Features

The IBM SPSS Statistics is available in a base version and three editions:

- SPSS Statistics Base provides a range of statistical procedures suitable for many problems, including crosstabs, linear regression, Monte Carlo simulation, geospatial analytics, and the ability to extend built-in capabilities with Python, R, or Java code.
- SPSS Statistics Standard includes techniques such as logistic and non-linear regression and presentation quality custom tables to help business managers and analysts.
- SPSS Statistics Professional addresses non-standard analyses and issues such as data quality and automation with features such as automatic data preparation, decision trees and forecasting.
- SPSS Statistics Premium supports enterprise businesses needing advanced techniques such as structural equation modeling (SEM), sampling assessment and testing, and small sample and rare occurrence analysis (International Business Machines, 2016).
3.9.2 Benefits

- Quality decision-making: Quickly gain understanding and insights from datasets in any format using advanced statistical procedures, ensuring high accuracy to drive quality decision-making.

- More power for advanced users: Dramatically increase analytical power, flexibility and productivity through programming options such as command syntax and external programming languages like R, Python, and others.

- Easily communicate results: Reveal deeper insights and provide better confidence intervals via presentation-ready reports, visualizations and geographic spatial analysis (International Business Machines, 2016).

3.10 Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis is a statistical method to measure the degree of relationship between two variables.

Correlation coefficients are expressed as values between +1 and -1. The sign of the correlation coefficient (+, -) defines the direction of the relationship, either positive or negative. A positive correlation coefficient means change in the value of one variable will predict a change in the same direction in the second variable. A negative correlation coefficient indicates, that a change in the value of one variable predicts a change in the opposite direction in the second variable. Taking the absolute value of the correlation coefficient measures the strength of the relationship. A coefficient of +1 indicates a perfect positive correlation, -1 indicates a perfect negative correlation and zero indicates there is no relationship at all (Sharma, 2005).

3.10.1 Correlation Equations

3.10.1.1 Pearson correlation coefficient

\[
r_p = \frac{N \sum xy - \sum x \sum y}{\sqrt{N \sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2} \sqrt{N \sum y^2 - (\sum y)^2}}
\]

Where:
\(r = \) Pearson \(r_p\) correlation coefficient
\(N = \) number of value in each data set
\(\sum xy = \) sum of the products of paired scores
\(\sum x = \) sum of \(x\) scores
\(\sum y = \) sum of \(y\) scores
3.10.1.2 Spearman rank correlation

\[ r_s = 1 - \frac{6 \sum d_i^2}{n(n^2 - 1)} \]

Where:
P = Spearman rank correlation
d<sub>i</sub> = the difference between the ranks of corresponding values x<sub>i</sub> and y<sub>i</sub>
n = number of value in each data set (Sharma, 2005).

3.11 Regression Analysis (RA)

The term regression analysis used to describe data and to explain the relationship between one dependent variable and one or more independent variables (Retherford and Choe, 2011).

3.11.1 Major Uses for Regression Analysis

(1) causal analysis
(2) forecasting an effect
(3) trend forecasting (Retherford and Choe, 2011).

3.11.2 Regression Analysis Method

- linear regression:
  is using a model-dependent variable as linear function of the independent variable.
  - simple linear regression uses one independent variable with one dependent variable in the analysis.
  - multiple linear regression uses two or more independent variables with one dependent variable in the analysis (Retherford and Choe, 2011).

- non-linear regression:
  is using a model-dependent variable as a polynomial function of the independent variable. When plotted as a function of the independent variable it forms a curve (Retherford and Choe, 2011).

3.11.3 Simple Linear Regression Equation

If we have a simple linear relation between an independent variable x and a dependent variable y the following linear equation is valid:
$y = a + bx$

with

$$b = \frac{n \sum x y - (\sum x)(\sum y)}{n \sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2}$$

$$a = \frac{\sum y - b \sum x}{n}$$

Where:

- $y$ = dependent variable
- $x$ = independent variable
- $b$ = The slope of the regression line
- $a$ = The intercept point of the regression line along the $y$ axis.
- $N$ = Number of values or elements
- $\Sigma xy$ = Sum of the product of $x$ and $y$ Scores
- $\Sigma x$ = Sum of $x$ Scores
- $\Sigma y$ = Sum of $y$ Scores
- $\Sigma x^2$ = Sum of square $x$ Scores (Retherford and Choe, 2011).

The relation above is called a linear univariate relation, in contradiction to linear multivariate relations, to be defined as

$y = a + bx_1 + cx_2 + dx_3 + \ldots$

with $b$, $c$ and $d$ as regression parameters and $x_1$, $x_2$, $x_3$ as independent variables.

If we define the regression as an univariate polynomial function this looks as follows:

$y = a + bx + cx^2 + dx^3 + ex^4 + \ldots$

with $a$, $b$, $c$, $d$ and $e$ as regression parameters.

### 3.12 Ethical Considerations

For this study we obtained approvals from the College of Graduate Studies, Sudan University of Science and Technology, the Department of Statistics in the Federal Ministry of Health, the central bureau of statistics and the National Telecommunication Corporation, which is gratefully acknowledged.
CHAPTER FOUR
DATA AND TESTBED

4.1 Data Categories

Four data categories were used in this study: Firstly, we have got cancer cases data (1995-2013) from the Department of Statistics in the Federal Ministry of Health as shown in Table (4.1), Fig (4.1), Fig (4.2), Fig (4.3), Fig (4.4) and Fig (4.5). Secondly, for the environmental factors we have got communication towers data from The National Telecommunication Corporation as shown in Fig (4.6). Thirdly, agriculture heat map data were downloaded from internet (Eltoum et al., 2015) as shown in Fig (4.7), and fourthly, population projections (1995-2013) as shown in Table (4.2). we got from the Central Bureau of Statistics, together with baseline data (counties and states boundaries as shown in Fig (4.8)).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kharthoum</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darfur</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassala</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Sea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Nile</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Darfur</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Nile</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2. Population projections (in thousand) of Sudan States for the Period 1998 to 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Khartoum</td>
<td>4,572</td>
<td>4,588</td>
<td>4,593</td>
<td>4,599</td>
<td>5,129</td>
<td>5,224</td>
<td>5,325</td>
<td>5,515</td>
<td>5,552</td>
<td>5,758</td>
<td>5,785</td>
<td>5,971</td>
<td>6,007</td>
<td>6,007</td>
<td>6,202</td>
<td>6,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sennar</td>
<td>1,140</td>
<td>1,145</td>
<td>1,173</td>
<td>1,204</td>
<td>1,236</td>
<td>1,268</td>
<td>1,285</td>
<td>1,301</td>
<td>1,334</td>
<td>1,340</td>
<td>1,368</td>
<td>1,396</td>
<td>1,406</td>
<td>1,454</td>
<td>1,519</td>
<td>1,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Nile</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Darfur</td>
<td>1,364</td>
<td>1,412</td>
<td>1,455</td>
<td>1,503</td>
<td>1,552</td>
<td>1,603</td>
<td>1,655</td>
<td>1,709</td>
<td>1,763</td>
<td>1,821</td>
<td>2,112</td>
<td>2,161</td>
<td>2,217</td>
<td>2,295</td>
<td>2,354</td>
<td>2,414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassala</td>
<td>1,388</td>
<td>1,438</td>
<td>1,480</td>
<td>1,507</td>
<td>1,545</td>
<td>1,584</td>
<td>1,626</td>
<td>1,668</td>
<td>1,708</td>
<td>1,752</td>
<td>1,790</td>
<td>1,821</td>
<td>1,910</td>
<td>1,988</td>
<td>2,061</td>
<td>2,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agulduf</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>1,470</td>
<td>1,419</td>
<td>1,420</td>
<td>1,485</td>
<td>1,495</td>
<td>1,515</td>
<td>1,567</td>
<td>1,573</td>
<td>1,621</td>
<td>1,655</td>
<td>1,674</td>
<td>1,726</td>
<td>1,739</td>
<td>1,791</td>
<td>1,843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Sea</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>1,036</td>
<td>1,026</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,138</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td>1,346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Nile</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>1,006</td>
<td>1,026</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>1,158</td>
<td>1,192</td>
<td>1,230</td>
<td>1,269</td>
<td>1,339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Nile</td>
<td>1,402</td>
<td>1,441</td>
<td>1,476</td>
<td>1,515</td>
<td>1,555</td>
<td>1,595</td>
<td>1,636</td>
<td>1,676</td>
<td>1,718</td>
<td>1,731</td>
<td>1,762</td>
<td>1,796</td>
<td>1,867</td>
<td>1,937</td>
<td>2,012</td>
<td>2,087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Brain Cancer cases of Sudan counties for the Period 2010-2013
Fig(4.2): Prostate Cancer cases of Sudan counties for the Period 2010-2013
Figure 3: Leukaemia Cancer cases of Sudan counties for the Period 2010-2013
Fig(4.4): Bladder Cancer cases of Sudan counties for the Period 2010-2013
Fig (4.5): Breast Cancer cases of Sudan counties for the Period 2010-2013
Fig (4.1): Map showing Distribution of communication towers in Sudan

Fig (4.2): Map showing agriculture in Sudan
4.2 Study Area

Sudan is a country located in the northeastern part of Africa between the 22.4 latitude northern equator and 38.22 longitude, with an area of 1,886,068 km² and divided into 18 states containing 172 counties (see Fig 4.3). Its capital city is Khartoum, which is located in the northeast central part. The population in the beginning of the year 2011 is estimated to be about 33,419,625 persons at a growth rate of 2.53% annually. Thus the population density reaches 14 persons for one km square. The population of rural areas constitutes about 24.6% of the total population (National Information Centre, 2015).

Fig 4.3: Map showing the counties of Sudan.
5.1 Results

The following figures demonstrate the application of the proposed methods.

Fig (5.1): Map showing the cancer incidence statistics in Sudan by states at period 1995 –2013.
Fig (5.3): Map showing the brain cancer incidence rate in Sudan by county at period 2010–2013.
Fig(5.4): Map showing the county has very high density of brain cancer incidence in the Sudan at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.5): Map showing the bladder cancer incidence rate in the Sudan by county at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.6): Map showing the county has very high density of bladder cancer incidence in the Sudan at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.7): Map showing the breast cancer incidence rate in the Sudan by county at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.8): Map showing the county has very high density of breast cancer incidence in the Sudan at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.9): Map showing the leukemia cancer incidence rate in the Sudan by county at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.10): Map showing the county has very high density of leukemia cancer incidence in the Sudan at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.11): Map showing the Prostate cancer incidence rate in the Sudan by county at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.12): Map showing the county has very high density of prostate cancer incidence in the Sudan at period 2010–2013.
Fig (5.13): Map showing heatmap analysis of communication towers in Sudan
Regression analysis results:

The prediction of cancer incidence in Khartoum state at 2014 is as follows:

***Number of cases in 2013=13905 cases - Number of population 6,809,000

*Table (5.1): cancer cases in Khartoum state at 2014*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit</th>
<th>Lower cases</th>
<th>Upper cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11282.32</td>
<td>4985.86</td>
<td>17578.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prediction of cancer incidence in Blue Nile state at 2014 is as follows:

***Number of cases in 2013=98 cases - Number of population 992,000

*Table (5.2): cancer cases in Blue Nile state at 2014*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit</th>
<th>Lower cases</th>
<th>Upper cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75.90946</td>
<td>47.19295</td>
<td>104.626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table (5.3): The correlation coefficients of cancer incidences with population by states in Sudan, 1998–2013.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>correlation coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Khartoum</td>
<td>0.7696405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>0.9863779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Nile</td>
<td>0.9061369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Darfur</td>
<td>0.9497851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algedaref</td>
<td>0.3061685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algażira</td>
<td>0.7206473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassala</td>
<td>0.9476851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RedSea</td>
<td>0.831527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Nile</td>
<td>0.9706226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sennar</td>
<td>0.9009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Nile</td>
<td>0.974095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig (5.14): Map showing heatmap analysis of agriculture and Prostate cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010-2013
Fig (5.15): Map showing heatmap analysis of agriculture and bladder cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010-2013

Table (5.4) The correlation coefficient and P – value of bladder cancer incidence rates with agriculture density in Sudan, 2010–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>-0.160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P – value</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig (5.16): Map showing heatmap analysis of communication towers and leukemia cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010-2013

Table (5.5) The correlation coefficient and P – value of communication towers density with leukemia cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>.403</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P – value</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fig (5.17):** Map showing heatmap analysis of communication towers and brain cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010-2013

**Table (5.6) The correlation coefficient and P-value of communication towers density with brain cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010–2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>.419</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P – value</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig(5.18): Map showing heatmap analysis of communication towers and breast cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010-2013

Table (5.7) The correlation coefficient and P-value of communication towers density with breast cancer incidence rates in Sudan, 2010–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Discussion

Cancer is a major health issue and one of the most common diseases in the world. In Sudan according to hospitals reports, cancer was the third leading cause of death after malaria and viral pneumonia accounting for 5% of all death in Sudan (Saeed et al., 2013).

This study examined whether there is a correlation between environmental factors and incidences of breast, leukemia, brain, prostate and bladder cancer in Sudan. The major findings of this study is, that the distribution of cancer incidence statistic is non homogeneous between states. Khartoum state has a high incidence at 1995-2013 as shown in Fig (5.1). Dongola county in Northern state has high bladder cancer incidence rate (0.0034) as shown in Fig (5.6) and Karari county in Khartoum state has high breast (0.0468), leukemia (0.0150), brain (0.0060), prostate (0.0153) cancer incidences rates as shown in Fig (5.4), (5.8), (5.10), (5.12)). All states have a significant strong positive association between population and cancer incidence except Algedaraf state, which has a significant weak positive association at 1998-2013 as shown in table (5.3). A significant weak (negative) association between Agriculture density and bladder ($r_s = -0.160, p – value = .003$), prostate ($r_s = -0.190, p – value = .001$) cancer incidence rates is found as shown in table (5.5), table (5.4), Fig (5.14), and Fig (5.15). Moreover, a significant weak (positive) association between communication towers density and breast ($r_s = 0.374, p – value = .000$) cancer incidence rates is found as shown in table (5.8) and Fig (5.18). A significant moderate (positive) association between communication towers and leukemia ($r_s = 0.403 , p – value = .000$), brain ($r_s = 0.419, p – value = .000$) cancer incidence rates is found as shown in table (5.6), table (5.7), Fig (5.16) and Fig(5.17) . Absolute numbers of cancer cases in 2014 for Blue Nile are 105, Khartoum state is about 17,579 - as shown in tables (5.1) and (5.2).

These findings are consistent with results of previous studies [(Dode et al., 2011), (Wolf and Wolf, 2008), (Eger et al., 2004)], which suggests that communication towers is one of the risk factors of breast cancer. But proved the opposite previous study [(Yomralioglu et al., 2009)], which suggests there is a positive association between Agriculture density and bladder and prostate cancer. Previous studies [(Dode et al., 2011), (Wolf and Wolf, 2008), (Eger et al., 2004)] used an individual data level to determine the location of patients. In the contrary, the previous studies [(Yomralioglu et al., 2009)] and this study use data at county level to calculate incidence rates.
CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 Conclusion

Findings from this study support the hypothesis that there is a correlation between cancer incidence rates and environmental factors (e.g. communication towers, and agriculture). Positive values are obtained between Breast, Leukemia and Brain cancer and communication towers. Obviously, it is negative between Prostate and Bladder cancer and agriculture. The absolute number of cases in 2014 for Blue Nile are 105 and for Khartoum state 17,579. These findings are useful to researchers and governmental agencies for risk assessment, regulations, and control of environmental contamination.

6.2 Recommendation on further research

Further research should be done to assess cancer cases in more details in counties which have high incidence rates. Furthermore, relationships between cancer types and other environmental factors (such as pollution from factories, roads, etc ) are to be examined. It is recommended to use an individual data level rather than at county level.
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A. Correlation analysis code:-

// this statements explain the input is a vector layers

##Layer=vector

##Layer2=vector

// specify the input field of the first vector layer

##population=Field Layer

// specify the input field of the second vector layer

##Cases=Field Layer2

// the function cor calculate the Correlation Coefficients

> cor(Layer[[population]],Layer2[[Cases]])
B. Regression analysis code:

// this statements explain the input is a vector layers

##Layer=vector

##Layer2=vector

// specify the input field of the first vector layer

##population=Field Layer

// specify the input field of the second vector layer

##Cases=Field Layer2

// The function **lm** create a linear regression model.

mod<-lm(Layer2[[Cases]]~Layer[[population]])

// store value of independent variable to using in prediction.

newdata <-data.frame(Layer[[population]]<-value of independent variable )

// the function predict value of dependent variable

>predict(mod, newdata, interval="predict")